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Preface to the Revised Edition 

Oh, China! was first published in 1997 and has been adopted by many institutions. 
In the process of using this book, we discovered a few errors and a few insufficient 

explanations, which we have now taken the opportunity to correct and append in this 
revised edition. 

The main focus of this revision has been rearranging and reformatting the layout 

of each page. Originally, traditional and simplified character texts were juxtaposed on 

adjacent pages, with vocabulary words following. The revised edition juxtaposes the 

simplified character text and vocabulary words on adjacent pages and includes the 

traditional character text at the end of each lesson. This change makes it much more 

convenient for students to prepare the lesson, while at the same time it reflects the 

growing trend of using simplified characters in international Chinese language education. 

In the original edition, each lesson contained a table showing the strokes of 

Chinese characters, in which we added handwritten Arabic numbers depicting the stroke 

order. However, in the case of characters with a greater number of strokes, it was difficult 

to see the actual stroke order. In the revised edition, we have selected a certain number of 

new vocabulary words for each lesson and provided the English glosses for each 
individual character, as well as relevant compounds. We have completely omitted the 

numbers depicting stroke order. We decided to make this change because, in the past few 

years, the development of the Internet has provided students with Web sites containing 

animated illustrations of how to write Chinese characters using the proper stroke order. It 

is our hope that teachers will encourage students to make effective use of these Web sites 
to gain a clearer, more solid understanding of Chinese character stroke order. 

Although we have actually increased the number of vocabulary words and 

example sentences in the revised edition, due to changes in formatting and font size, this 
edition has fewer pages than the last, making the book easier to flip through and carry. 

Ms. Anmin Liu undertook the revision of this book, coordinating the 
supplementation of vocabulary words and example sentences. Ms. Cara Healey proofread 
the entire English portion of the manuscript and also provided many valuable suggestions. 
To them we extend our sincere thanks. Of course, any errors in the final manuscript are 

the authors' own. 
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Chih-p'ing Chou 
Perry Link 

Xuedong Wang 
May 10,2011 
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To the Student 

The study of spoken Chinese and modem written Chinese is fairly new to 

universities in Europe and North America. Until the 1940s, only classical Chinese was 

taught, and only at a few places. The first important effort to teach modem Chinese to 

Americans came during World War II, when the U.S. Army, realizing that its soldiers 

had better be able to talk to their Chinese allies in Asia, designed a crash course. 

Nearly all of these first soldier-students were Caucasian-Americans. From the 1950s 

through the 1970s, the teaching of modem Chinese spread to many colleges and 

Asian-Americans or Africa-Americans mixed in. All the textbooks and other teaching 

materials that were developed during these decades aimed to teach Chinese to people 

who began their study knowing no Chinese at all. 

During the 1980s, first on the West Coast and later on the East Coast as well, 

students from Chinese-American families began to enroll in Chinese courses in large 

numbers. On many campuses they became the majority in class. These students had a 

variety of language-learning needs: some could speak Mandarin, but had nonstandard 

accents; some could speak quite well, but could not read or write; some could read 

and write fluently, but could speak only Cantonese or another dialect; and so on. In 

any of these cases, the student did not qualify for intermediate or advanced courses 

and had to begin with "beginning Chinese." 

At first, most college programs simply lumped all the "beginners" together, but 

this generally proved awkward for all concerned. The students who started from zero 

felt intimidated: "How come I have to learn Chinese next to a guy who already speaks 

Chinese?" The Chinese-American students, on the other hand, often found the oral 

drills ridiculously boring: "Yes, I am a person. You are also a person. Therefore we 

are two people," and so on. They could hardly wait to get out of class to do something 

else. For obvious reasons, not only students but teachers, too, found the situation 

frustrating. 

Many Chinese programs responded by instituting special courses for students 

who had some experience with Chinese. (Sometimes these students were called "false 

beginners," but this term is not very fair. Beginning with a head start may be different 

from beginning at the beginning, but there is nothing "false" about it.) The special 

new courses were an important advance, but were still not ideal, because the 

textbooks and other teaching materials remained the same old ones. The new courses 

sometimes progressed through the old materials at double speed, but to learn at double 
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speed how to say "I am a person" still was not exactly the point. A new kind of 

material, prepared to meet the particular needs of American students with Chinese in 

their backgrounds, was necessary. 

Hence this textbook. No book can perfectly suit every variety of 

Chinese-speaking background, but this book will do in most cases. We assume that 

you can understand, and to some extent speak, daily-life Mandarin Chinese. (If you 

are a speaker of Cantonese or another dialect, check with your teacher on how to use 

this book.) The book aims to help you in three areas: 1) reading and writing; 2) 

correction of Mandarin pronunciation; and 3) understanding of the grammatical 

structures of Mandarin and correction of your grammatical irregularities, if any. 

We could have saved ourselves the trouble of writing this book by simply 

recommending that you use elementary primers from mainland China or Taiwan. 

These books, after all, are prepared for students who, like you, can speak some 

Chinese but cannot read. The trouble is, these books are written for six-year-olds, and 

in Chinese culture (as you may know from your home life), six-year-olds are 

supposed to listen to morality tales about patriotism, historical heroes, and obedience 

to parents. This is what the primers from China and Taiwan contain; as adult 

Americans, you would rebel if we gave them to you as college texts. As adults, 

moreover, you can handle the grown-up explanations of pronunciation, grammar, and 

usage that our book contains and the primers do not. 

The contents of the lessons in this book comprise three parts. The first part looks 

at home life and social life in America of Chinese-American young people; the second 

part links the ideas of "overseas Chinese" and "Chinatown" to life in "Guangdong 

province," and includes vignettes of daily life in China; the third part introduces some 

major figures in modem Chinese history. We feel that these themes will suit your 

practical needs in using Chinese and will provide a bridge to using Chinese for 

advanced study of China. 

You should remember, though, that the main purpose of your study is to master 

language, not content. With your teacher's help, analyze what your particular 

strengths and weaknesses in Chinese are, and concentrate on the weaknesses. You are 

only kidding yourself if you "rely" on the strengths and let the weaknesses slide. If 

writing characters is your weakness, work on characters; if you can't analyze 

grammar, learn to. If, like many students whose families are from southern China, you 

do not pronounce retroflex initials (zhi, chi, shi) correctly, don't just "let it go," 

thinking that, in any case, correct Mandarin pronunciation will sound funny to your 

grandmother. It might. But the benefits of having correct pronunciation will bring you 
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much further in business, politics, academics, or wherever you tum in the big Chinese 

world. You can always temporarily switch back when you talk to Granny. If your 

teacher grades your work properly, he or she will grade you on how well you 

strengthen your weak points, not on how well you can show off your strong points. 

Our lesson texts are given in both simplified and traditional characters, and, for 

the first 15 lessons, in hanyupinyin as well. After the texts you will find vocabulary 

lists, grammar notes, usage exercises, and, for the first 15 lessons, exercises in how to 

write characters with proper stroke order. 

Good luck. 

Chih-p'ing Chou 

Perry Link 

Xuedong Wang 

Princeton University 

June 18, 1997 
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List of Abbreviations 

Adj.= adjective 

Adv. = adverb 

AN = auxiliary noun (measure word) 

Aux =auxiliary 

Conj. = conjunction 

Det. = determinative 

Int.= interjection 

N=noun 

Prep. = preposition 

Pron. = Pronoun 

QW = question word 

V=verb 

V-C = verb-complement 

V-0 =verb-object 
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MANDARIN PRONUNCIATION 

Accurate standard pronunciation is an invaluable part of mastery of Chinese. If 
you speak with a standard Mandarin accent, you will have access to the largest 
possible number of Chinese speakers. You will, moreover, be judged by your accent. 
Many Chinese feel that standard Mandarin is a "better" accent than others. This may 
be unfair, but it is a fact of life. It is in your own self-interest to master and use 
standard pronunciation. 

If you already speak Mandarin with a nonstandard accent, first study the 
differences between your accent and Mandarin, and then make a conscious effort to 
use Mandarin pronunciation until it becomes unconscious habit. Don't feel defensive 
about your native accent. It is no one's "fault"---certainly not yours or your parents'
and has nothing to do with anyone's adequacy as a human being. It is simply a 
mechanical adjustment that is in your own interest. 

If you are a native or semi-native speaker of English, you will also have to 
study how some Mandarin sounds differ from English sounds that seem the same but 
are not. For example, the ao sound in Mandarin (as in Mao Zedong) does not rhyme 
with "cow" in American English. If you speak as if it does, people in China will 
immediately think of you as some kind of peculiar foreigner every time you open your 
mouth. 

THE SOUND SYSTEM 

The sound of every syllable in Mandarin is made of three parts: an initial, a 
final, and a tone. Some syllables lack an initial, but no syllable can be without a final, 
because the final contains the vowel. Every syllable has tone, but the tone does not 
always have to be used (for more, see "neutral tones" below). 

There are twenty-one initials, thirty-seven finals, and four basic tones. If you 
master these sixty-two items, you will be able to pronounce all the basic sounds of 
Mandarin accurately. (There are a few sounds-mostly expletives and particles-that 
fall slightly outside the formal sound system; don't worry about them for now.) Initials, 
finals, and tones can all be spelled out in systematic order. We begin with tones. 
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The Single Tones 
Table 1: Single Tones 

5ffie;hPitch 

4 Middle High Pitch 

3 Middle Pitch 

2 Middle Low Pitch 

iLowPitch 

The scale on the right-hand side of Table 1 divides the comfortable voice range 
into five levels: upper, upper middle, middle, lower middle, and lower. The lines in the 
table show the pitch contours used in pronouncing the four basic tones. From these 
lines we build the following four ''tone signs":\, 1'\, ..A, and '-!.The vertical line on the 
right-hand side of each stem is there only to remind you of where the comfortable . . 
VOICe range IS. 

The First Tone (5-5 l), which we designate using the sign l,. is high and level. 
It is approximately 5-5, meaning that it starts at levelS and ends at level 5, and is 
pitched near the top of your comfortable voice range. Do not worry if your first tone is 
higher or lower than the next person's, including your teacher's. It is the relative pitch 
that is important. (You can check yourself on the frrst tone by seeing whether you can 
hold the tone, as in singing.) 

The Second Tone (3-5 1'\) starts around the middle of your voice range (3) and 
rises straight ·toward the level of the first tone ( 5). Do not let it sag. As a serviceable 
check on whether you have it right, compare your intonation to the one you use in 
saying "What?!" ( 1'\ ) or "Who?!" ( 1'\) when you hear something unbelievable. 

The Third Tone (2-1-4 ..A) begins near the bottom ofyour comfortable voice 
range (2), proceeds to reach the bottom (1), then turns upward to end above the middle 
(4). Thinking of this rise at the end, many students make the mistake of not reaching 
the very bottom of their range at the beginning. You must think low in pronouncing 
the third tone. If you wish to check yourself, compare your intonation to the skeptical 
tone you might use with the word "Yeah ... " ( ..A) in conceding a point which you feel 
is true but irrelevant to the issue at hand. · 
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The Forth Tone (5-1 '-!)begins at the top of your comfortable range (5) and 
proceeds quickly to the bottom (1). To check yourself, compare your intonation to that 
of an emphatic ''No!!" ( '4 ), which you might use if someone were to urge you to jump 
off a building. 

Exercises 

Note: You have not yet studied initials and fmals, yet you must use them in 
order to do the following exercises. Don't worry. We have chosen easy initials and 
fmals. Any small problems they might present can be cleared up later. 

fa 
a1 

mi 

ting 
ym 
tan 
huang 
tu 
ling 

1. Read the following syllables in rows from left to right. 

1st tone 2nd tone 3rd tone 

2. Read the following syllables across the rows, then down the columns. The 
tones are in scrambled order. 

tu ting lai fa 
rna -1 ~ '-1 l 
yt '-1 -1 l ~ 
fei l '-1 ~ -1 
tang ~ l -1 '4 

3. Listen to the dictated syllables and record the proper tones using l, -1, vi, 
and '-1. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 
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The Initials 

Table 2: Table of Initials 

columns 1 2 3 4 5 
rows 
1 b p m f 
2 d t n 
3 z c s 
4 zh ch sh r 
5 J q X 

6 g k h 

Table 2 shows the twenty-one initials in hanyu pinyin spelling. We will 
introduce all the rules of hanyu pinyin below, but for now, just memorize the spellings 
as given in the chart. The rows and columns of the chart are determined by the 
phonetic properties of the sounds, so it makes sense to memorize the table in its exact 
order. 

The spellings in Table 2 can be analyzed and memorized but not pronounced. 
In order to pronounce them, you need to add a final and a tone. 

Table 3: Table of (Pronounceable) Initials 

columns 1 2 3 4 5 
rows 
1 bo po mo fo 
2 de te ne le 
3 Zl Cl Sl 

4 zhi chi shi n 
5 Jl ql Xl 

6 ge ke he 

Read each of the rows and columns in Table 3, following the model 
pronunciation of your teacher. Although you should, of course, try to pronounce the 
finals correctly, your strongest concentration should be on getting the initials right. 
Rows 3, 4, and 5 usually need the most practice. The following descriptions of the 
sounds and how to produce them may be of some help; nothing, however, can 
substitute for your careful listening to a teacher's proper pronunciation. 

The syllables of row 1 in the Table oflnitials are called "labials" because they 
use the lips. Those of row 2 are called "dentals" because they use the top front teeth. 
You should have little trouble with the labials and dentals. 

Row 3, "dental sibilants," contain buzzing or hissing sounds made when the tip 
of the tongue is placed behind the top front teeth. The tongue must be farther toward 
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the front than when pronouncing an English s. In English we do not begin syllables 
with sounds like the zi and ci sounds in row 3. But we do approximate them at the 
middle or end of certain words. The ci sound is rather near the ts in "rats," though 
more air should be blown out with the Chinese ci. The Chinese sound is also more 
"forward"-meaning the tongue is nearer the front of the mouth-than is the English 
sound. The Chinese zi sound is not too far from ds in "reads." 

For many students, row 4 is the one that needs the most work. Unless you are 
already a speaker of northern Mandarin, this row of "retroflex" sounds will seem new 
to you, and maybe even strange. But you are only hurting yourself if you reject row 4 
because it "sounds funny." To speakers of standard Mandarin, it sounds very nice 
indeed. In pronouncing retroflexes, the tongue is curled back (retroflexed) until the tip 
touches the front part of the roof of the mouth. The tongue is only a little farther 
toward the back of the mouth than when pronouncing the initial r of the word "run" in 
English. In pronouncing the retroflex zhi and chi sounds, the tip of the tongue begins 
by actually touching the roof of the mouth, then quickly moving slightly away. The 
two sounds differ only in that a strong puff of air accompanies the chi sound. Making 
the retroflex shi and ri sounds, however, the tip of the tongue does not ever touch the 
roof of the mouth but simply rests in a close-by position (see Figure 1). 

zh-ch sh-r 

Figure 1: Retroflex Tongue Position 

Row 5 contains the "palatal" sounds. To make them, put the tip of your tongue 
behind your bottom teeth and let the top surface of your tongue form a thin 
passageway with the roof of your mouth (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Palatal Tongue Position 
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The zh, ch, and sh of the retroflex row and the j, q, and x of the palatal row all 
in some ways resemble j, ch, or sh in English. (It is for this reason that hanyu pinyin 
needs to invent "weird" spellings like zh for one ofthej's, q for one of the ch's, and x 
for one of the sh's; don't let that little quirk disturb you.) But, in fact, neither the 
retroflexes nor the palatals are exactly like the j, ch, sh, and r of English. The English 
sounds, for one thing, are pronounced with the lips slightly protruded or rounded. 
(Watch yourself in the mirror and say "Show the judge his chair.") That same lip 
movement should not be present in Chinese retroflexes and palatals (unless, of course, 
the following vowel sound is something like the Chinese u, which itself requires 
rounding). 

The retroflex r, besides being retroflex, is different from an English r in that it 
carries the hint of a buzzing sound-rather like the sound of the gin the French 
"Georges." The buzz is clearer when a given syllable is stressed. Ask your teacher for 
a demonstration. 

Row 6 in the Table oflnitials contains the "gutturals," which means their 
pronunciation is controlled at the very back of the mouth. The gutturals generally are 
not difficult, but one special note should be made regarding the Chinese h. It is 
somewhat rougher than an English h-almost like the ch in the German "ach," but 
rarely as rough as that. The roughness usually increases with increasing stress on a 
syllable. 

Even when the tongue is in a fixed position in the mouth, different sounds may 
be produced by blowing out more air or less, by using the nasal passages, and so on. 
These distinctions are categorized in the columns ofthe Table of Initials. The most 
important is the one between the first column, called the "unaspirated" initials, and the 
second, called the "aspirated" initials. To "aspirate" means to blow out air, and as a 
check on your pronunciation, you might hold a sheet of paper right in front ofyour 
face for a moment (holding from the top) and then pronounce an initial from column 
one. The paper should not move. When you pronounce the corresponding initial in 
column two, the paper should fly out from in front of your mouth. 

The unaspirated initials b, d, and g are also unvoiced, meaning that they do not 
employ the vocal cords in their pronunciation. This makes them slightly different from 
the English bas in "boy," d as in "dog," orgas in "goat." To be very precise, they are 
like the pin "sport," the tin "stage," and the kin "sky." 

The remaining three columns--called "nasals," "fricatives," and "voiced 
continuants," respectively-are seldom troublesome, and require no special comment. 
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Exercises on Initials 

1. Pronounce the following syllables, which use initials from row 4 in the 
Table of Initials. Pay special attention to the retroflex tongue position. 

zhi .., chi l shi .., n .., 
zhu '-1 chu '-1 shu '-1 ru '-1 
zhan vi chan vi shan vi ran vi 
zhou '-1 chou '-1 shou '-1 rou '-1 
zheng l cheng l sheng -, reng .., 
zhao '-1 chao '-1 shao '-1 rao '-1 
zhen -.J chen '-1 shen '-1 ren '-1 
zhu -1 chu -1 shu -1 ru -1 

2. Pronounce the following syllables, which use initials from row 5 in the 
Table of Initials. Pay special attention to the palatal tongue position. 

Jl l qt l X1 l 
Jia l qta l x1a l 
jing l qmg .., xmg l 
Jie -1 qte -1 x1e -1 
jiangvi qiang vi xiang vi 
Jl '-1 qi '-1 Xl '-1 

3. Pronounce the following syllables, paying special attention to the distinction 
between palatal and retroflex initials. 

zhu l ... 
l JU 

zhou l JlU l 
shao vi XIaO vi 
zha -1 jia -1 
chou vi qm vi 
chu -1 qii -1 
sha '-1 xi a '-1 
chang '-1 qtang '-1 
shen l xm l 

4. Listen to the dictated syllables. Write "r" ifthe initial is retroflex, "i" if it is 
palatal. 

1. 
6. 
11. 
16. 

2. 
7. 
12. 
17. 

3. 
8. 
13. 
18. 
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The Finals 

Table 4: The Table of Finals in Basic Form 

row-a -1 a e ai e1 ao ou an en ang eng ong er 
fOW-l 1 Ia ie iao IUO Ian m iang ing wng 
row-u u ua uo Uai U1 uan un uang ueng 
row-ii ii lie iian iin 

Table 4 shows all the finals in Mandarin Chinese, arranged according to their 
phonetic properties. Memorize the table in the given order. Below is a list of hints that 
may be of help in learning the correct vowel quality of the finals. 

Row-a. The -i final is the only final that cannot be pronounced by itself; it is 
always preceded by an initial (hence the hyphen in the notation -i). Its initial must be 
from row 3 or row 4 in the Table oflnitials (i.e., z, c, s, zh, ch, sh, and r). Following z, 
c, and s, the -i final is simply a buzzing prolongation of the initial itself. Keep the lips 
spread back. Following zh, ch, sh, and r, the -i final is a prolongation of the retroflex 
initial, producing a vocalized r sound. Shi, for example, sounds rather like the shr of 
"shrill." Be sure to keep both tongue and lips in the standard retroflex position from 
start to finish. 

The e final will need special practice. It is not the same as e in the English 
word "the." Listen carefully to your teacher. 

The ao final falls about midway between aw in "law" and ow in "cow." You 
are definitely wrong to approach either of these extremes, and many American 
students approach the "cow" extreme too readily. Stay in the middle and be conscious 
of the back, dark, broad quality of this sound. 

Be sure to distinguish clearly between the finals that end in -n and in -ng. 
These finals appear in each of rows -a, -i, and -u. Some "southern accents" of 
Mandarin do not make the distinction, or use -n and -ng in the reverse order from 
standard Mandarin. If your own Mandarin is subject to either of these problems, 
review every word you know that ends in either -n or -ng to be sure you have it right. 

The an final falls between the an of"Dan" and the on of"Don," though it is a 
bit nearer the latter. The "a" vowel in the ang final is darker (closer to "Don") than in 
the an final. 

The ong final requires you to round your lips as if you were going to say oo as 
in "boo." The correct sound does not contain this "oo" sound, however, nor does it 
rhyme with "dong" as in "ding-dong." Listen to your teacher. 
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Row-i. The i final sounds like the name of the letter "e" in English. In principle, 
all the other finals of row-i are formed by adding i to the finals of row-a. There are, 
however, some important variations from this principle, as noted below. 

The ie final is like the ye in "yet." Note that thee in ie has a different value 
from the e final by itself. 

The ian final comes close to "yen" in English. (Some spelling systems, in fact, 
use ien to spell this sound.) Note the difference from the an final. 

The vowel sound of the in and ing finals falls between "inn" and "machine." 

Row-u. The u final is not the same as the oo in English "boo." To produce the 
Chinese u sound, the tongue must be pulled toward the back of the mouth while the 
lips make a very small opening in front. The cavity of the mouth is maximized. 
Professor Y.R. Chao has devised two ingenious tricks for producing the correct oral 
positioning . 

... try to whistle the lowest note possible, then vocalize instead of actually 
whistling. Another device is to imagine holding as much water as possible without 
either swallowing it or spilling any of it out of the lips. 1 

The uo final is pronounced as a person with a "New York accent" pronounces 
"door." Combined with the initials b, p, m, andf, the u component of the sounds is 
barely discernible. 

Row-ii. The ii final is produced by using the lip position of the u final and the 
tongue position of the i final. It is like the ii in German or a French u as in "usine." 

The iie final rhymes with the ie final. 

The iian final rhymes with the ian final. 

1 Mandarin Primer, Harvard University Press, 1948, pp. 23-24. 
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Exercises on Finals 

Refer to the Table of Finals. The exercises focus upon important points as they 
come up column by column in the Table, beginning from the left. 

1. The "prolonged initial" -i. 

zhi '4 chi '.J shi '.J n '4 
shi l shi -1 shi vi shi '4 
Z1 l C1 l S1 l 

2. The u fmal. 

u l u -1 u vi u '-1 
hu l hu -1 hu vi hu '-1 
fu l fu -1 fu vi fu '.J 

3. Contrasting the u final and the ii fmal. Change the tongue position while 
keeping the same lip position. 

u l 
chu l 

u l 
qu l 

u l 
chu l 

u -, 
qu -, 

4. Contrasting the i final and the ii final. Change the lip position while keeping 
the same tongue position. 

1 l u l -, u l 
q1 l qu l q1 l qu -, 

5. Contrasting i, u, and ii by "pivoting" on the latter. 

1 l u l u l u -, 1 l 
shu l xu l xi l xu -, shu -, 

-1 ju -1 zhu 
... 

-1 J1 -1 JU J1 -1 
chu '.J qu '-1 q1 '-1 qu '-1 chu '-I 

6. The e final. 

e l ke l zhe l 
le '-1 zhe '-I se '-1 

7. The varying quality of"e" in thee, ie, and iie finals. 

she l x1e l she l xue l 
zhe -1 J1e -1 zhe -1 jue -1 
e '4 1e '-1 e '4 tie '.J 
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she vi xie vi she vi xue vi 

8. Contrasting -i, e, and u. 

chi l che l chu l 
Sl \j se ~. su \j 

shi -1 she -1 shu -1 
chi vi che vi chu vi 
Cl ~ ce ~ cu ~ 

9. "Back" vowels e and uo. 

e l uo l 
de -1 duo -1 
ke l ke -1 ke vi ke ~ 

luo l luo -1 luo vi luo ~ 

10. Ao and iao. 

ao l iao l 
dao ~ diao \j 

chao vi q1ao vi 

11. Contrasting ii and iu. 

... l l JU JIU 
xu vi XlU vi 
qu -1 qm -1 
lu \j liu \j 

12. The changing quality of"a" in an, ian, uan, and iian. 

an l 1an l uan l Uan l 
zhan vi vi zhuan vi ... vi Jlan Juan 

13. Contrasting uan and un. 

uan l un l 
tuan -1 tun -1 
luan ~ lun \j 

guan vi gun vi 

14. Distinguishing the -n and -ng endings. 

bin l bing l kan \j kang ~ 

dan vi dang vi lin -1 ling -1 
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Jian l jiang l zhuan '-I zhuang '-1 

zheng l zhen l rang ~ ran ~ 
Jmg ~ Jill ~ q1ang -1 qian -1 
chuang l chuan l meng '-I men '-I 

15. Listen to the syllables and tell which are-nand which are -ng endings. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 

HANYU PINYINROMANIZA TION 

Himyu pfnyfn has been the official Romanization system in the People's 
Republic since 1958. Its spelling rules are simple. 

Rule 1: The four tones are indicated by the diacritical marks: - , ..... that appear 
above the vowels of spelled syllables.2 For example: shu "book," ren "person," gou 
"dog," mai "sell." 

Rule 2: When the uo final combines with the labial initials b, p, m, orf, the "u" 
drops out. For example, bo "wave," m6 "rub." The "u" stays when any other initial is 
used: duo "many," ruo "weak." 

Rule 3: When the il final combines with the palatal initialsj, q, or x, the umlaut 
drops out:3 qu "go," xu "permit." The only other initials that il combines with are land 
n. In these cases, the umlaut stays: Iii "green," m1 "female." 

Rule 4: When the finals beginning with "i'' occur without an initial, the "i" 
changes to "y." Thus ye "also," yao "want." The three fmals i, in, and ing are 
exceptions to rule four. In these cases a "y" is added while the "i" remains. Thus yf 
"one," yin "print," ying "hard." When the fmal iu occurs without an initial, it is spelled 
you. Thus you "have," you "again." 

2 If you want to be technically correct about where to put the diacritical marks, follow these rules: 1) If there is a 

single vowel in the syllable, put it over the vowel. For example, shii, zhang. 2) If there is more than one vowel, put 
it over the second to last vowel, unless that vowel is i or u, in which case you put it over the last vowel. For 
example, gou, bao, xiiio, xie, yuan. 3) If the diacritical mark is over ani, omit the dot. 

3 This is because the u final can combine withj, q, or x, but the u final cannot. Therefore, any time a "u" comes 

afterj, q, or x, you know it has to be the u final even though the umlaut is absent. 
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Rule 5: When the finals beginning with "u" occur without an initial, the "u" 
changes to "w." Thus wo "I," wan "bowl." The "u" final is an exception to rule five. 
When it occurs without an initial, the "w" is added. Thus wu "five." When the ui and 
un finals occur without an initial, they are spelled wei and wen. Thus wei "stomach," 
wen "ask." 

Rule 6: When the finals beginning with ii occur without an initial, the umlaut 
drops out and a "y" is added in front. For example yu "fish," yuan "far." 

Rule 7: For all syllables not covered by rules 1-6, simply use the initials and 
finals as listed in Tables 2 and 4. 

Additional notes: 

1. When two or more syllables in Mandarin Chinese are strung together to 
form a single word, they are spelled in the himyu piny'in system without spaces 
between the syllables. Thus: heiban "blackboard," jisuimjf "calculator," etc. In rare 
instances, putting syllables together can cause ambiguities. For example,pingan 
"peaceful" is ping+ an; but just to look at the spelling, you might think it was pin+ gan. 
In order to avoid such problems, himyu pinyin uses apostrophes where ambiguities are 
possible. Pingan becomes ping 'an. 

2. When Chinese is spoken by native speakers from North China, especially 
Beijing (Peking), an optional ending that sounds rather like an American "r" sound is 
frequently included at the ends of words. In your study of Chinese you will inevitably 
run across this usage in greater or lesser degree depending upon the dialectal 
preferences of those with whom you speak. This textbook will introduce you to some 
of these forms, adding an "r" at the ends of certain words. For example, when 
pronounced with the "r" ending, the syllables hua, yimg, miim, andyfng become huar, 
yimgr, miimr, and yfngr. When "r" is added to syllables that end inn, the n is not 
pronounced. Thus miimr sounds as if it were miar, dianr sounds like diar. 

3. There are certain sounds used as interjections that have unusual spellings 
such as e, mm, o, etc. They do not appear in Table 4, but you can learn them case by 
case as you proceed. 

Exercises 

Spell the dictated syllables and indicate tones by adding diacritical marks. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 
21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 
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TONES IN COMBINATION 

In some cases the value of a tone in Chinese changes depending on the tones 
that precede or follow it. Some of these changes you need not worry about, both 
because they are infrequent and because, in any case, eventually they will come to you 
naturally.4 But some are very basic and should be studied. These include half-third 
tone, third-tone sandhi, fourth-tone sandhi, neutral tones, and special tone sandhi for 
yf"one" and bit "no." (Sandhi is a Sanskrit word that refers to phonetic changes 
determined by context.) 

The Half-Third Tone 

The half-third tone is a variant of the regular third tone. (For purposes of 
distinction, we will call the latter "full-third tone.") The difference between the half
third and full-third tones is shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: The Half-Third and Full-Third Tones 

SHighPitrh 

3 MilldlePitcll 

Z Middle Low Piicll 

The half-third tone begins as the full-third does, but, having reached its low 
point, remains at that level without rising again. As with the first tone, you may check 
yourself on the half-third tone by seeing whether you can prolong it at a constant pitch. 
We use the sign J to indicate the half-third tone. 

A third-tone syllable is pronounced in the half-third tone when it is followed 
by a syllable in the first, second, or fourth tones. Thus, nf tfng "you listen" is J l ; nf 
/ai "you come" is J -1 and nf yew "you want" is J '..! • 

4 For example, when a second-tone syllable occurs between two first-tone syllables in a single phrase, it is usually 

said as a fust tone: dongruinfong "southeast wind" becomes l l l . 
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Exercise 

Say the following combinations using half-third tone: 

hao shu "good book" 
da men "strike door" 
shou da "hands are big" 
laoshi "teacher" 
haokan "good-looking" 

wo mai "I sell" 
hen gao "very tall" 
xiao bao "little newspaper" 
Meigu6 "America" 
Beijing "Beijing" 

Third-tone Sandhi 

When one third-tone syllable immediately precedes another, the first is 
pronounced as if it were second tone. For example, in saying w6 da "I beat," you use 
neither vi vi nor J vi, but II vi. 

When three or more third-tone syllables are strung together (w6 mai wan "I 
buy bowls," etc.), the third-tone sandhi rule can telescope upon itself and change all 
but the fmal syllable to second tone (vivivi ---+llllvl, etc.). But this is not always the 
case. Depending upon the phrase structure of the string of syllables, or upon whether 
the speaker chooses to pause, the ''telescoping" of tone sandhi may or may not occur. 
For example, the sentence w6 mai wan can be said either -1-1 vi or J -1 vi. The diacritical 
marks showing tone in the himyu pznyzn system remain the same when tone sandhi 
occurs. You have to learn to make the adjustment to second tone automatically. 

Exercise 

Pronounce the following phrases, some of which involve third-tone sandhi: 

wo xie "I write" 
ni dong "you understand" 
da wo "beat me" 
wo da gou "I beat dogs" 

hen xiao "very small" 
shei dong "who understand?" 
da shei "beat whom?" 
ni xiang chi "you want to eat" 

gou yao laoshi "dog bites teacher" 
Beijing hen yuan "Beijing is far away." 
wo pao rna, ni ye pao rna "I ride horseback, and so do you." 
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Fourth-tone Sandhi 

When two fourth-tone syllables occur in sequence, the tone on the first 
receives less stress and falls less in tone than the second. We say the first has a 
"modified" fourth tone. 

Table 6: Full and Modified Fourth Tones 

SHighPitch 
Modified Foutlt 

...... .... 

Regular 
Fourth 

...... .... 4 Middle High Pitch 
.... ...... 

3 Middle Pitch 

2 Middle Low Pitch 

-------------.J~ l L"(llfPitch 

As with third-tone sandhi, there is no alteration of diacritical marks to indicate 
fourth-tone sandhi. 

Exercise 

Pronounce the following phrases: 

kan bao "read newpaper" 
daochu "everywhere" 

yao mai "want to sell" 
da rna "curse intensely" 

wo yao zhaoxiang, dan daochu pimgbi. "I want to take a photo, but don't 
get anywhere ["run into walls everywhere"]." 
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Neutral Tones 

In normal rapid speech, a good number of syllables, sometimes a majority, 
temporarily lose their tonal configuration and are pronounced in a "neutral tone" 
(q'fngsheng). All but a very few, however, retain their original tone at a latent level 
from where it re-emerges whenever the syllable in question is stressed. Therefore, you 
must always know the original tone for a given syllable, even if it is usually 
pronounced in the neutral tone. In the hcmy(t p'fy'fn system, neutral tone is indicated by 
omitting a syllable's diacritical mark. 

In this text we also put a dot before neutral-tone syllables to remind the student 
of this important feature of pronunciation. For example, .le and .ni, for this book, are 
neutral-tone spellings. 

The neutral tone takes very little time to say, and does not hold or change its 
pitch. The tone sings '1, ·1, and J can be used to show where the neutral tone-at least 
usually-is pitched within one's voice range. After a first tone, it usually is fairly low: 
tii .de "hers" l .1. After a second tone, it is usually about in the middle: ltii .le "has 
come" -1 ·1. When a third tone precedes a neutral tone, it becomes half-third and the 
neutral tone usually is fairly high: nf .de "yours" J '1. After a fourth tone, a neutral 
tone is at the bottom of one's voice range: da .de "the big one" \J ./. (We have said 
"usually" four times in this paragraph because there are plenty of exceptions to the 
above rules. The exceptions are determined by the overall tonal flow of phrases and 
generally come naturally to language learners. Unless you want to write a research 
paper on phonetics, you do not need to worry about the additional rules.) 

If you want to be regarded as a speaker of standard Mandarin, it is important to 
know when to use the neutral tone. For example, in standard Mandarin the wordjf.qi 
l ./ "machine" uses a neutral tone on qi. Some speakers say j'fqi l '-1, but this is 

considered non-standard Mandarin. Pronoun direct objects are always said in the 
neutral tone unless, for some reason, they need special stress. Thus w6 yao dii . nl "I 
want to hit you" isJ -..J-1 ·I; but w6 yao dii ni, bu yao dii tii "I want to hit you, not him'' 
would be ..J '-1-1 .A, -1-..) J l. 

The fourth tone sandhi rule does not apply when a neutral tone is involved. For 
example,jiao.shou "professor" consists of two fourth-tone syllables with the second 
pronounced in the neutral tone. The result is '-.! .1, not 'i .1. 

However, the third-tone sandhi rule does apply when neutral tones are 
involved. Thus dii "beat"+ .nf"you" is pronounced -1 ·l,not J ·1. Similarly deng. w6 
"wait for me" is -1 ·1. In the spelling system these are written dii .nfand deng .w6; you 
have to make the tonal adjustment yourself. This general rule has a number of 
exceptions in which tone sandhi does not apply and the tonal pattern is J '1. These 

5 When we put a dot before a syllable that also has a tone mark, as in dii .n(, the syllable is still pronounced in 

neutral tone. The tone mark is included in order to tell you what the regular full tone of the syllable is. 
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exceptions include jie.jie "older sister," niii.niii "(paternal) grandmother," er.duo 
"ear," and many third-tone syllables that take the "diminutive suffix" zi, such as yl.zi 
"chair," liio.zi "father," and biii.zi "malaria." 

The particles .de, .le, .ne, and .me are always pronounced in the neutral tone, 
and the vowel quality of their e varies slightly from the e in the table of finals. It is 
closer to a schwa sound, like the a in the English word soda. 

Exercise 

Pronounce the following phrases that use neutral tones: 

ta .de "his" 
zhuo.zi "table" 
shei .de hi "whose pen?'' 
lai chi .ba! "come and eat" 
yi.zi .ne? "and the chair?" 
shao mei .de "coal burner" 

ji.qi lao .le "the machine is old" 

shi .ge "ten" 
xue.sheng "student" 
rei .lai .le "have flown here" 
kan.de jian "able to see" 
Zhong .gu6hua "Chinese language" 
lai wan .le "came late" 

Wang .xian.sheng .de er.duo "Mr. Wang's ears" 
ni .de bi.zi chang .de duo .le "your nose is much longer now" 
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Special Tone Sandhi for Yi and BU. 

The two words y'f "one" and bu "no" follow special rules for tone sanhi. 
Preceding a first-, second-, or third-tone syllable, y'f and bu are pronounced in the 
fourth tone. Thus: 

Hence: 

'\ll yi-tian "one day" 

'\1-1 yi-nian "one year" 

'\1~ yi-hitir "a moment" 

'\ll bushuo "not say" 

'\1-1 but6ng "not same---different" 

'\1~ bUhao "not good" 

When followed by fourth-tone syllable, y'f and bu are second tone, as in: 

yiyang 
budui 

"one type-alike" 
"not correct" 

When used alone or at the end of a phrase, y'f is first tone, and bu fourth tone. 

-1l shiyi 
'\1 bu! 

"ten, one--eleven" 
"no!" 

In the official himyu p'fny'fn system, y'f is always writtenyf and bu is always bu 
regardless of which tone is actually used. In this book, to make matters easier for you, 
we change the tone marks for y'f and bu to reflect actual pronunciations. 

Remember: The rules for y'f and bu apply only to the two words meaning "one" 
and "no." There are about eighteen other fairly common characters pronounced y'f and 
about eight pronounced bu that always keep their tones and are affected by regular 
tone sandhi. 

Exercise 

Pronounce the following phrases that use y'l "one" and bu "no." 
yidian "a bit" 
yiyang "the same" 
yi qian "one thousand" 

xli 

bllicii "does not come" 
budui "incorrect" 
bu yiyang "not the same" 



General Review Exercises 

1. Spell the following: 
1. 2. 
6. 7. 
11. 12. 
16. 17. 
21. 22. 
26. 27. 
31. 32. 
36. 37. 
41. 42. 

3. 
8. 
13. 
18. 
23. 
28. 
33. 
38. 
43. 

2. Pronounce the following: 

henda 
sheishuo 
henhao 
mai zhr 
liu .ge 
men gao 
xiao xie 
mai tang 
kan Zhong .guo 
kan diandeng 
maMei .guo 
wo da .nr 

mai tang 
ta.da 
shei .de bl 
ta he tang 
heiban duo 
xiaohair chi 
yao moshur 
jiao.shi da 
shuo Yingwen 
nr da .ta 
ting Zhongwen 
tada .wo 

xlii 

4. 
9. 
14. 
19. 
24. 
29. 
34. 
39. 
44. 

yao hii warn 
da bi.zi 
wo henxiao 
gou budong 
mai yi .ge 
kan ta .de 
nr you shu 
yao mai bao 
zhuo.ziduo 
tahen gao 
da yl .zi 
shuhenhao 

5. 
10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 
30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 

xie san .ge 
yao rna shei 
xie hen duo 
shou hen da 
hao xuexiao 
you renbr 
henhaokan 
xue sheng xiao 
xiao daxue 
Zhong .guo ren 
maijiu .ge 
Mei .guo ren 



Oh, China! 

Text 



o/ (4): l!.:tt 1t z. (5)? 

o/ : !!. :tt 1t z. (7) J~ 00 ? 

G : !!. :tt tf i¥l cs) J~ 00 o 

G : JJ~ ~c11) :tt tf i¥l J~ 00 o 

~(1)-

~ (2) *(3) ;tIll 

o/ : 7-J 1t Z. (12)1!. ~~Rtf Lm J~ 00 ~ -{f ')t(13)? 

G: I!J 7-J -~it :tt tf ~ ~ Lm J~ 00; -~it :tt tf Lm A~~ :ft7 Lm J~ 00 o 

~ di 
ordinal 

-st, -nd, -rd, -th prefix 

i*- ~ ke n. lesson 

~ ~ liang no. two (used with AN) 

sR ~ zhang AN AN. for flat things 

J~f!l :l:if11lil ditu n. map 

lf ··~ 
person A; also the first of the ten 

Jia pron. 
Heavenly Stems 

i! 
,_,_ 

zhe det. this; these xa. 
Jt shi v. 

is; am; are; fall into the category 
of 

1t~ ftM shem.me qw. what 
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